Introduction.
A sequence s" of complex numbers (or complex-valued functions) is called summable to L by the method of summability In case each sequence summable B is summable A to the same value, A is said to include B and we write A s B. In case A^B and Bo A, A and B are called equivalent and we write A ~B. In case the equality LA = LB holds for each sequence summable A to LA and summable B to LB, the methods A and B are called mutually consistent (or consistent).
In terms of A and B it is possible to define two "products," each of which is a new method of summability. The iteration product, ordinarily denoted by * Presented to the Society, February 20, 1937 ; received by the editors March 27, 1937. AB, is the method which associates with a given sequence the A transform of its B transform, that is, (AB) Un = 23 önpPp = 2 X) VnpbpkSkp-X p=l k-X Thus 5" is summable ^4P to L if lim Un = L. The composition product is also at times denoted by AB; it is the method whose matrix is the product AB (which we denote by AB) of the matrices A and B. Thus we write 00 CO (AB) Vn = 5Z 23 anpbpksk, k=x p=x and s" is summable ^4 P to P if F"->P.
We observe that Un and F" are, if they exist, respectively the "sum by rows" and the "sum by columns" of the double series If A and B axe regular and sn is bounded, the series (1.4) converges absolutely and Un = Vn; but without these restrictions it is not so obvious that
Un=Vn. There is in fact the possibility that ^4P and AB may fail to be equivalent or even consistent.
It is the main object of this paper to compare pairs selected from the four transformations A, B, AB, and A B, considering in each case questions of inclusion, equivalence, and consistency. It appears that unless either or both of the matrices (ank) and (bnk) axe assumed to belong to restricted types, the results obtained are largely negative. These negative results are established by examples. Several examples are explicitly given, each for two reasons. In the first place each example, consisting of two regular methods of summability satisfying prescribed conditions and a sequence, can be manufactured only after considerable experimentation.
In the second place the examples are largely of such obviously pathological character that they leave hope of obtaining positive theorems involving matrices of restricted types. Some such theorems are given in this paper, particularly in §11. It is doubtless true that more (and better) theorems of this kind will appear in the future.
In §12 we compare AB with A'B' and A B with A' B' where the pair A, A' and the pair B, B' represent closely related methods of summability. But this is impossible. The authort has given an example of transformations A and B (having some significant properties in addition to regularity) and a sequence sn which is summable B but non-summable A ■ B.
In this paper we go further and prove in §9 the following theorem: This theorem evidences the necessity of noticing a distinction between the iteration product AB and the composition product A B.
The transformation A of Theorem 7.1 cannot be row-finite. For if A is row-finite, then all of the terms lying below some row of the double series (1.4) from which U" and V" axe computed vanish, and existence of Un implies existence of Fn and the equality Fn = Z7". Thus we have the theorem : Theorem 7.2. If A is row-finite, then A Bo AB.
This implies that if A is row-finite, then AB and A B must be consistent. It is however impossible to go further and prove that AB and A B must be equivalent. We prove the following theorem: ,p¿, pn, • ■ • ,andlet bPniik = 2~" when k is of the form pñ2" ■ These matrices ank and bnk define methods A and B of summability satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. Observe that ank = b"k = 0 when n>k. Let the sequence sk be defined by the formulas: sk = 2a+1/a when k is of the form pf"'1; sk= -2a+1/a when k is of the form pi" ; and sk = 0 otherwise.
It can be shown that for this example the double series (1.4) from which Un and F" are computed becomes (after omission of rows and columns of zeros)
It is apparent that, for each », the sum by columns of this series is 0, that is, Vn = 0 ; and that the sum by rows does not exist, that is, Un does not exist. Thus the sequence of sn of the example is summable A ■ B to 0 and is nonsummable AB. This proves Theorem 7.3.
The transformation B of Theorem 7.3 cannot be row-finite. For if both A and B are row-finite, then U"= V" for every n and equivalence of AB and A ■ B follows.
In spite of the fact that the transformations AB and A B of Theorem 7.1 need not be consistent, there is a large class of sequences (including all bounded sequences and all unilaterally bounded real sequences) over which they must be equivalent.
We shall say that a sequence sn lies in an angle less than ir in the complex plane if there exist a point z0, an angle 0O, and a positive angle <p<7r/2 such that for each n (7.32) sk = zo + p*««V"*> where pk^0 and | 6k\ ^<¡>.
Theorem 7.4. // A and B are regular transformations with
then each sequence sn which lies in an angle less than w in the complex plane and which is summable to L by one of the methods AB and AB is also summable to X by the other one.
The gist of this theorem is that for regular transformations A, B satisfying (7.41), the two transformations AB and A B are equivalent in so far as application to sequences lying in an angle less than it is concerned.
To prove the theorem, suppose first that sk is a sequence given by (7. Since Onic^O, ontè0, ^k^0, and i\k is real, this implies convergence of oo oo
But | i]k\ ^ £* tan <b so that (7.44) converges when \%k\ is replaced by \i)k\. It now follows easily that both series in (7.43) converge absolutely and hence that the series in (7.42) converges absolutely. Therefore co oo (7.45) Un=¿Z¿Z anpbpk[z0 + pkei6*eiek\ î>-i *=i exists and Un=Vn; hence F"->Z implies also Un-+L. We can show similarly that Un-^L implies also F"->P, and Theorem 7.4 is proved. The harmonic series ^1/k being divergent, it is easy to see that for each », the infinite series u"x+u"2+ ■ ■ ■ converges to 0. Hence the double series (8.1) converges by rows to 0 and by columns to log 2 = 1 -1/2 +1/3 -1/4 + • • • . Moreover it can be shown by arithmetic methods that for each », u"k = 0 for all sufficiently great k; that is, each row of (8.1) contains only a finite number of non-vanishing terms. 9. Proof of Theorems 6.1 and 7.1. We can now prove the following theorem of which Theorems 6.1 and 7.1 are obvious corollaries: We observe that if n'^n", then the "variables" bafi and sy appearing in (9.19), when n = n', are distinct from those appearing when n = n". For each » = 1, 2, 3, ■ • ■ let the elements baß and s7 appearing in (9.19) be determined so that the terms of the two series (9.19) and (8.1) in corresponding positions will be equal, and the non-vanishing elements of the sequence "*n,r*n,r'''A»,r*n,r+l) "*n,r*n,r+S> and the fact that b"k = 0 when » > k.
It follows from identity of (9.19) and (8.1) and the fact that each row of (8.1) converges to 0, that Tp = 0 for each p = l, 2, -• • ; and since (8.1) and hence (9.19) converge by rows to 0 and by columns to log 2 we have £7n = 0 and F" = log 2. If finally we divide each s" determined above by log 2, then Tp, Un, and Vn will be divided by log 2 and we obtain (9.13), (9.14), and (9.15).
10. Remarks on Theorem 9.1. The author has been unable to find an example less recondite than the one just given to prove Theorem 9.1. In case the requirements ank^0, bnk^0 axe removed, we can give simpler examples. For definiteness, and convenience of reference we state the following theorem :
Theorem 10.1. // r is a complex number with 0 < | r \ < 1, then the methods Verification is straightforward and left to the reader. We note that if 0<r<l, the elements ank are all ^0 but some elements bnk are <0; while if -Kr<0, all elements bnk are ïïO but some elements ank are <0. If r is not real, the conditions ani;Sï0, bnklàO both fail. The method A of Theorem 10.1 is, for each admissible r, equivalent to convergence. For on one hand A is regular. On the other hand if sk is summable A to L so that The method B is not only regular but also has several other features at times desirable in methods of summability. The permissibility of removal or adjunction of elements at the beginning of a sequence is such a feature.
These remarks make it appear likely that significant theorems giving conditions sufficient for consistency of AB and AB (or for AB 3 AB, or for AB o AB, or for AB~A B) will involve classes of methods defined by matrices of more or less restricted types rather than involve classes of methods having various ones of the numerous "desirable" properties of methods of summability.
The following theorem indicates the possibility of obtaining constructive theorems involving AB and A B, and is of interest in connection with Theorem 10.1: The transformations P differ from the more familiar Nörlund methods in order of distribution of the "weights" pk; but share with Nörlund methods the property of reducing to the important arithmetic mean method d (or M) when pk = \ for each A. The theorems of this section therefore give facts involving C\.
Theorem 11.1. 7/^4 and P (regular or not) are methods of summability with ank^O, P">0, then APoAP. We show that existence of F" implies existence of Un and the equality Un=Vn. This follows, on introducing obvious notation and interchanging rows and columns, from the following lemma : converges by rows to A, then it also converges by columns to A.
To prove the lemma, let (11.21) Rn = 0n + 0n+l + 0n+2 + ■ • ■ .
If /?" = 0 for some n, then 0" = 0 for all sufficiently great n, and the conclusion of the lemma obviously holds. Hence we may assume Rn^O for all ». Let The fact that P"->0 monotonely as «--><» enables us to show that (11.25) defines a regular method of evaluating series,* that is, 2~2<¿n = A implies Kn-»A. This completes the proof of Lemma 11.2 and hence the proof of Theorem 11.1. It is impossible to strengthen Theorem 11.1 by proving that AP o AP, even when P is the arithmetic mean transformation Cx. In fact, we prove the following theorem: We now have a complete and unique determination of a regular matrix ank and a sequence sk. For each », the series (11.31) converges by rows to 0 and fails to converge by columns. Therefore the sequence sk is summable AP to 0 and is non-summable A ■ P. The reader may naturally be disgruntled by the conclusions of Theorem 12.1; the theorem would be more satisfying if we could replace "consistent" by "equivalent," but we cannot do this. It is clear that under the hypotheses of the theorem AB and A'B are equivalent; and A B and ^4'P are equivalent. But AB and AB' (or A B and A B') need not be equivalent. 14. Kernel transformations.
Just as matrices (ank) serve to define generalizations of limn..ooSn, so also kernels a(x, t) serve to define generalizations of limt^xs(t). The zA transform of a function s(t) is, if it exists, given by (zA) S(x) = J a(x, t)s(t)dt, may represent inconsistent methods of summability of functions, even though <A and Î3 are regular and the kernels a(x, t) and b(x, t) are everywhere nonnegative. It thus appears that a formal change of order of integration in a right member above may not only produce a meaningless integral but may actually produce a wrong answer.
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